Cloud Migration Planning Workshop:
- Bottom up and top down workload assessment.
- Establish the business case and readiness for the cloud.
- Educate the team on the cloud to define the art of the possible.
- Determine which workloads make the best candidates for first mover.
- Develop an application move group and remediation plan.

**Phase One (2-4 Weeks)**

**Workstreams**
- Review relevant technical project challenges, use cases and goals.
- Review existing architecture, network topology, and connectivity.
- Assess organizational structure, hierarchy, and authentication requirements.
- Assess logging, monitoring, alerting and audit requirements.
- Install environment discovery tool to collect key environment metrics.

**Deliverables**
- Review key insights from discovery report
  - VM specs, utilization, server dependencies, OS and version, network traffic
- Initial cloud pricing
- Estimate for deep-dive discovery workshop

**Phase Two (4+ Weeks)**

**Workstreams**
- Workshops with application owners.
- Identify application criticality, availability targets, and validate dependencies.
- Identify application groupings (see workload assessment).
- Identify tolerance to move workloads (i.e. replatform, refactor, replace).
- Develop move group and remediation plan.
- Refine TCO numbers.

**Deliverables**
- Application move group plan
- Solution Architecture
- Connectivity and Networking Plan
- Executive Business Case
- Provide reports and recommendations
- Estimate for Cloud Sprint

For more information:
Email cloud@onixnet.com or fill out the form at onixnet.com/cloud-consultation.